“You are the best of the nations raised up for (benefit of) men: you enjoin
what is right and forbid the wrong and believe in Allah” 3:110
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TOPIC 1-3: INTRODUCTION TO ADHAN AND IKAMAH
CONDITIONS OF ADHAN AND IKAMAH
 It is Mustahab for every person that they should recite Adhan and Ikamah before
offering their daily Wajib Salaat.
 They should be recited after the time of Salaat has set in, and not before.
 It is Mustahab that while pronouncing Adhan, a person should be standing facing
towards Qiblah, should have performed Wudhu, should place hands on ears and
raise his voice.

BONUS ACTIVITY: Adhan & Ikamah
A Risala – also known as Islamic Acts - is a book that has the rules of a
Mujtahid. (At the Shia Ithna Asheri Madressa we only teach the Masails of
Ayatullah Seestani)
When you go home today, ask your parents to show you what Masail Number
926 is and then ask them who performed this act for you and write it down.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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TOPIC 1-3: LEARNING THE ADHAN AND IKAMAH
Adhan - The Call to Salaat
Allah is the Greatest

4 times

åjäJô·òA åÉé}¼»òA

I bear witness there is no god but
Allah.

2 times

Éé}¼»A úÜêA äÉ}»êA úÜ æÆòA åfäÈqòA

I bear witness Muhammad is the
messenger of Allah

2 times

åÉé}¼»A ó¾æÌåmìi AçfìÀäZå¿ ìÆòA åfäÈæqòA

I bear witness Ali is the vicegerent of
Allah.

2 times

åÉé}¼»A íÓê»ìË îÏê¼ä§ ìÆòA åfäÈæqòA

Hasten to prayer

2 times

êÑòÝìv»A Óò¼ä§ ìÏäY

Hasten to success

2 times

`òÝä°ô»A Óò¼ä§ ìÏäY

Hasten to the best deed

2 times

½äÀä¨ô»A øjæÎäa Óò¼ä§ ìÏäY

Allah is the Greatest

2 times

jäJô·òA åÉé}¼»òA

There is no god but Allah

2 times

åÉé}¼»A úÜêA äÉ}»êA òÜ

Ikamah - The recitation just before Salaat
Allah is the Greatest

2 times

jäJô·òA åÉé}¼»òA

I bear witness there is no god but Allah

2 times

Éé}¼»A úÜêA äÉ}»êA úÜ æÆòA åfäÈqòA

I bear witness Muhammad is the
messenger of Allah

2 times

Éé}¼»A ó¾æÌåmìi AçfìÀäZå¿ ìÆòA åfäÈæqòA

I bear witness Ali is the vicegerent of
Allah

2 times

Éé}¼»A íÓê»ìË îÏê¼ä§ ìÆòA åfäÈæqòA

Hasten to prayer

2 times

êÑòÝìv»A Óò¼ä§ ìÏäY

Hasten to success

2 times

`òÝä°ô»A Óò¼ä§ ìÏäY

Hasten to the best deed

2 times

½äÀä¨ô»A øjæÎäa Óò¼ä§ ìÏäY

Indeed the prayer has begun

2 times

ÑòÝìv»A êOä¿Bä³ æfä³

Allah is the Greatest

2 times

jäJô·òA åÉé}¼»òA

There is no god but Allah

1 times

Éé}¼»A úÜêA äÉ}»êA òÜ
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EXERCISE 1-3: ADHAN & IKAMAH:
General Knowledge – Fun to do as a family:
a. Who was the first Muezzin (person who gives Adhan) in Islam?
________________________________________________________
b. Who asked him to recite the Adhan? ____________________________
c. Why do we recite the following in Adhan and Ikamah?
I bear witness Ali is the vicegerent of
Allah

2 times

Éé}¼»A íÓê»ìË îÏê¼ä§ ìÆòA åfäÈæqòA

We mention Imam Ali (A) in our Adhan and Ikamah because:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
d. What are the differences between Adhan and Ikamah?
i.
___________________________________________________
ii.
___________________________________________________
iii.
___________________________________________________

You will be using the Risala a lot more this year. Remember to ask you parents
to help you if you find any of the work difficult. Working together is lots of fun!!
Asgharali gave the Adhan for his Fajr Salaat while he was waiting for the time to set
in as he wanted to start praying exactly on time. Is this Adhan valid?
Masail No. __________ Yes  No 
Alijavad and Mujtaba were arguing about Adhan and Ikamah. Alijavad said it was
Mustahab and Mujtaba said it was Wajib. Who is right?
Masail No. ___________ Alijavad  Mujtaba 
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TOPIC 4-6: INTRODUCTION TO WUDHU
Wudhu is a special way of washing that makes us spiritually clean.
Wudhu is made up of:
washing the face
washing the two arms (right first then left),
wiping the front of the head and
wiping the upper part of the two feet (right first then left).
Wudhu is Wajib [required] for:

Wudhu is Mustahab [recommended] for:

MASHHAD - IRAN

Fiqh Boys
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TOPIC 4-6: CONDITIONS OF WUDHU

I am doing Wudhu for
the pleasure of Allah,
Qurbatan ilallah

ALL PARTS OF YOUR
BODY THAT YOU DO
WUDHU ON SHOULD
BE PAK
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TOPIC 4-6: STEP-BY-STEP EXPLANATION OF HOW TO PERFORM WUDHU
Wudhu is divided into

WAJIB ACTIONS

MUSTAHAB ACTIONS
WASH HANDS

NIYYAT

WASH FACE

GARGLE

WASH ARMS
WASH NOSE

WIPING (MASAH)
OF HEAD

WIPING (MASAH)
OF FEET

THESE ACTIONS HAVE TO DE
DONE, OTHERWISE WUDHU IS
BATIL [WRONG]

Fiqh Boys

IF YOU DO THESE ACTIONS YOU
GET THAWAAB, BUT IF YOU DO
NOT DO IT, YOUR WUDHU IS
STILL SAHIH [RIGHT]
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TOPIC 4-6: WUDHU
STEP – BY – STEP EXPLANATION OF HOW TO PERFORM WUDHU
NIYYAT: WAJIB
I am doing Wudhu for the pleasure of
Allah, Qurbatan ilallah
MUSTAHAB ACTIONS:
1. WASHING YOURS

HANDS:

2. GARGLING 3 TIMES:

3. WASHING YOUR NOSE

3 TIMES

WAJIB ACTIONS:
1. WASHING YOUR

FACE:

ARMS:

3. MASAH OF THE HEAD

Fiqh Boys
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TOPIC 4-6: WUDHU
STEP – BY – STEP EXPLANATION OF HOW TO PERFORM WUDHU
First get some water in your right hand and then
pour it onto your forehead, where the hair grows.
You have to wash the whole length of your face,
beginning from your forehead (where the hair
grows) and ending at the bottom of the chin.
You have to wash the whole width of your face.
You do this by stretching your hand out (from
your thumb to your middle finger). To make sure
that the whole width has been washed, you should pass your wet hand on
either side of your face.
Washing of the face once is Wajib. It is Mustahab to wash your face twice –
washing 3 or more times Is Haraam

THE FACE AND HANDS SHOULD BE WASHED FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS,
AND IF YOU WASH IT THE OPPOSITE WAY, WUDHU WILL BE BATIL 249
Then you wash your arms from the elbow to the
fingertips. First the right arm is washed with the left
hand, then the left arm is washed with the right hand.
To ensure that each elbow is washed thoroughly,
you must pour water and begin wiping slightly above the elbow.
Washing of the arms once is Wajib. It is Mustahab to wash your arms twice
washing 3 or more times is Haraam.
After that is done, you do Masah of the head and this is
done by wiping the wet three fingers of the right hand from
the middle of the head up to the edge of the hair, without
touching the forehead.
The water of the face and head should not join.
This is done once only.

Finally you do Masah of the feet and this is done by wiping the
wet fingers of the right hand over the upper part of the right
foot from the tip of the toes to the ankle.
Then the same is done with the left hand for the left foot.
This is done once to each foot.
Fiqh Boys
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THINGS THAT BREAK WUDHU:

Going to the toilet.

Passing Wind
[Stomach Wind]

Whoops!! Have
to do Wudhu
again!!

Sleeping

Fiqh Boys
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EXERCISE 4 - 6: WUDHU
Wudhu is Mustahab for certain acts. Look up Agha Seestani's "Islamic Acts",
Masail No.328 and list below the six acts he has mentioned.
1. ___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

2. ___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

4. ___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

5. ___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

6. ___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

Muhammad was walking to the tap to perform his Wudhu when he stepped on a wet
patch on the carpet. His mum confirmed that earlier her friend’s baby had made the
carpet Najis. He dried his foot with some tissue and said he would wash the bottom of
his foot after performing his Wudhu. Is this ok? Why?
Masail No. _____________ Yes  No 
Because____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
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TOPIC 7-8: SALAAT – ARABIC, TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION
STEP BY STEP ON HOW TO PRAY
1. NIYYAT:

I AM OFFERING
________PRAYERS,
_______ RAKAATS,

Éé}¼»A Óò»êA çÒäIæjå³
QURBATAN ILAL LAH
2. TAKBIRATUL IHRAM

ALLAHU AKBAR
3. QIYAM – SURATUL FATIHA

BISMILLAHIR RAHMANIR RAHEEN

ÁæÎêYìj»A øÅ{ÀæYìj»A êÉé}¼»A øÁænøI

ALHAMDULILLAHI RABBIL A’ALAMEEN

äÅæÎêÀò¼{¨ô»A ÷êLäi êÉé}¼ê» åfæÀäZô»òA

AR RAHMAN NIR RAHIM

øÁæÎêYìj»A øÅ{ÀæYìj»A

MALIKI YAW MID DIN

ÅæÍø÷f»A øÂæÌäÍ ê¹ê¼{¿

IYYA KA NA'BUDU WA IYYA KA NASTA'EEN

ÅæÎê¨äNænäÃ òºBìÍêA äË åfåJæ¨äÃ òºBìÍêA

IHDI NAS SIRATAL MUSTAQEEM
SIRAATAL LADHINA AN A’MTA A’LAIHIM

ÁæÎê´äNænåÀô»A ò¢Aäj÷øv»A BäÃêfæÇêA

ÁøÈæÎò¼ä§ äOæÀä¨æÃòA äÅæÍêhú»A ò¢Aäjêu

GHAIRIL MAGHDUBI A’LAIHIM

ÁøÈæÎò¼ä§ øLæÌåzæ¬äÀô»AøjæÎä«

WALADH DHAAAALLEEN

ÅæÎø÷»Fìz»AòÜ äË

4. QIYAM – SURATUL IKHLAS

BISMILLAHIR RAHMANIR RAHEEN

ÁæÎêYìj»A øÅ{ÀæYìj»A êÉé}¼»A øÁænøI

QUL HU WAL LAH HU AHAD

fäYòA åÉé}¼»A äÌåÇ ô½å³

ALLAH HUS SAMAD
LAM YA LID, WA LAM YU LAD
WA LAM YA KUL LA HU KUFU WAN AHAD
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5. RUKU’

êÊêfæÀäZøI äË øÁæÎê¤ä¨ô»A äÏøéIäi äÆBäZæJåm
ë fìÀäZå¿ ø¾}A ìË ëfìÀäZå¿ Ó}¼ä§ ÷ø½äu ìÁåÈé}¼»òA
SUBHANA RABBI YAL A’DHIMI WABI HAMDIH
ALLAHUMMA SALLI ALAA MUHAMMADIW
WA AALI MUHAMMED
6. QIYAM AFTER RUKU’

SAMI ALLAH HULIMAN HAMIDAH

ÊäfêÀäY æÅäÀê» åÉé}¼»A ä©êÀäm

ALLAHU AKBAR

åjäJô·òA åÉé}¼»A

7. SAJDAH

ÊêfæÀäZøI äË Ó}¼æ§æòÜA äÏøéIäi äÆBäZæJåm
ëfìÀäZå¿ ø¾}A ìË ëfìÀäZå¿ Ó}¼ä§ ÷ø½äu ìÁåÈé}¼»òA
SUB HANA RABBI YAL A’ALA WABI HAMDIH
ALLAH HUMMA SALLI ALAA MUHAMMADIW WA AALI MUHAMMAD
8. JULOOS

jäJô·òA åÉé}¼»A
ÉæÎò»êA åLæÌåMòA äË æÏøéIäi äÉé}¼»A åjê°æ¬äNæmòA
jäJô·òA åÉé}¼»A
ALLAHU AKBAR
ASTAGH FIRUL LAAHA RABBI WA ATUBU ILAIHI
ALLAHU AKBAR
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9. DHIKR FOR WHEN RISING FOR THE NEXT RAKAAT:

åfå¨æ³òA äË åÂæÌå³òA êÉêMìÌå³ äË êÉé}¼»A ø¾æÌäZøI
BEHAW LIL LAAHI

WA QUW WATIHI AQUMU WA AQ UD

IN THE 2ND RAKAAT AFTER THE RECITATION IN QIYAM (QIRAAT) - SURA AL-FATIHA AND
SURA AL-IKHLAS, AFTER THAT DO QUNOOT:

10. QUNOOT:

çÒäÄänäY BäÎæÃíf»A Óê¯ BäÄêM}A BäÄìIäi
øiBìÄ»A äLAähä§BäÄê³ ìË çÒäÄänäY êÑäjêaæ}ÜA Óê¯ ìË
RABBANA AATINA FID DUNYA HASSANAH
WA FIL AAKHIRATI HASSANATAW WAQINA ADHAABAN NAAR

RUKU, QIYAM, SAJDAH, JULOOS, SAJDAH, JULOOS - ALL JUST LIKE THE 1ST RAKAAT
WHILE STILL IN JULOOS:
- AT THE END OF THE 2ND RAKAAT RECITE TASHAHUD AND SALAAM IF IT IS A 2 RAKAAT
SALAAT
- AT THE END OF THE 2ND RAKAAT RECITE ONLY TASHAHUD IF IT IS A 3 OR 4 RAKAAT
SALAAT AND RISE FOR THE NEXT RAKAAT.

11. TASBIHAT-E-ARBA’ 3 TIMES IN THE 3RD AND 4TH RAKAAT IN QIYAM:

SUBHANALLAAHI
WAL HAMDU LILLAAHI
WALAA ILAHA ILLAL LAAHU
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12. TASHAHUD

åÉò» ò¹æÍøjäqòÜ åÊäfæYäË åÉé}¼»A úÜêA äÉ}»êA ÷à æÆòA åfäÈæqòA
åÉó»æÌåmäi äË åÊåfæJä§ AçfìÀäZå¿ ìÆòA åfäÈæqòA äË
ëfìÀäZå¿ ø¾}A ìË ëfìÀäZå¿ Ó}¼ä§ ÷ø½äu ìÁåÈé}¼»òA
ASH HADU AL LA ILAHA ILLAL LAHU WAHDAHU LA SHARIKA LAH
WA ASH HADU ANNA MUHAMMADAN ABDUHU WA RASULUH
ALLA HUMMA SALLI A’LAA MUHAMMADIW WA AALI MUHAMMAD
13. SALAAM

åÉåMBò·äjäI äË êÉé}¼»A åÒäÀæYäi äË íÏøJìÄ»A BäÈíÍòA ò¹æÎò¼ä§ åÂòÝìn»òA
äÅæÎêZê»Bìv»A êÉé}¼»A êeBäJê§ Ó}¼ä§äË BäÄæÎò¼ä§ åÂòÝìn»òA
åÉåMBò·äjäI äË êÉé}¼»A åÒäÀæYäi äË æÁó¸æÎê¼ê§ åÂòÝìn»òA
AS SALAAMU A’LAIKA AYYUHAN NABIYYU WA RAHMATULLAHI WA BARAKAATUHU
AS SALAAMU A’LAINA WA A’LA I’BAADIL LAAHIS SWALIHEEN
AS SALAAMU ALAIKUM WA RAHMATULLAHI WA BARAKAA TUH

Fiqh Boys
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TOPIC 9-11: TA'QIBAT
TA'QIBAT = Dua's or Tasbih that you recite after Salaat.
It is highly recommended to glorify Allah by reciting the three short phrases on a
rosary. The 3 phrases are:
"Allahu akbar"
- 34 times;
"Al-hamdu lil lah" - 33 times; and
"Subhan Allah" - 33 times.
This Tasbih is known as "Tasbihuz Zahra", as our Holy Prophet (s.a.w.) taught it to
his beloved daughter, Fatimah Zahra (a.s.)
There are many Dua's in the Ta'qibat. You should try to learn by heart at least those
Dua's that are to be recited after daily prayers.
A SHORT DUA - FROM THE QUR'AN:
RABBANAGH FIR LANA - O' Our Lord! Forgive us,
WAR HAM NA - And have mercy upon us,
WA 'AFINA - And give us peace,
WA' FU ANNA - And forgive our sins
FID DUNYA WAL AKHIRA - In this world and the hereafter.
INNAKA ALA KULLI SHAY IN QADIR- You surely have power over everything.

NEVER BE TOO PROUD TO ASK FROM ALLAH

Fiqh Boys
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TOPIC 9-11: TA’QIBAAT OF DHOHRAIN SALAAT
It is narrated from Imam Ali (A) that Prophet Muhammad (S) used to recite the
following
Dua after Salaatul Dhohr.

ãvåoáˉåÂB êPán âÿ éÙãB áÐðÂB áÙ ,âÈå×ãÃádåÂB âÈå×ã«áˉåÂB âÿ éÙãB áÐðÂB áÙ
áÀâÂáGåsáB åØäãÊãB äáÈâÏðäÃÂáB - áÌå×ãÇáÂCáˉåÂB äãPán ãÿ âkåÇádåÂáB ,âÈÖãoá¿åÂB
äoãQ äãÄâ¾ åÌãÆ áUáÇå×ãËá³åÂBáÑ ,áÀãWáoã∙å³áÆ áÅãHBáqá®áÑ ,áÀãXáÇåcán ãVCáRã_åÒâÆ
,âÐáWåoá∙á² äáÙãB CæRåÊál åØãÂå−ákáW áÙ äáÈâÏðäÃÂáB - èÈå[ãB äãÄâ¾ åÌãÆ âUáÆáÚétåÂBáÑ
äáÙãB CæRå×á® áÙáÑ ,âÐáXå×á∙áw äáÙãB CæÇå»âs áÙáÑ ,âÐáXå_éoá¶ äáÙãB CìÇáÎ áÙáÑ
áÙáÑ ,âÐáXåËáÆD äáÙãB Cæ¶åÒág áÙáÑ ,âÐáXå§átáQ äáÙãB Cæºåpãn áÙáÑ ,âÐáWåoáXás
CáÏå×ã¶ áØãÂáÑ Cæ¢ãn áÀÂá áØãÎ æUá_Các áÙáÑ ,âÐáXå¶áoá{ äáÙãB æAåÒâs
áÌå×ãÇáÂCáˉåÂB äãPán áÌå×ãÆD ,áÌå×ãÇãcBéoÂB áÈácånáBCáÖ CáÏáXå×á£áº äáÙãB çbáÚá{
In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful.
There is no god But Allah, the Mighty, the Forbearing: There is no god but Allah, the
Lord of the Great Throne; Praise be to Allah, Lord of the worlds:
O’ Allah I seek the causes of Your Mercy and the resolve to earn Your forgiveness
and the gaining of every virtue and safety from every sin; O’ Allah do not leave any of
my sins un-forgiven nor any grief un-removed nor any sickness uncured; nor any fault
unhidden nor any livelihood un-increased nor any fear unprotected; nor any evil unrepelled nor any wish - which You are pleased with and which is good for me –
unanswered
O’ most Merciful, Ameen, O’ the Lord of the Worlds.
Fiqh Boys
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TOPIC 9-11: TA’QIBAAT OF DHOHRAIN SALAAT
Dua after Asr Salaat:

èSåÃáº åÌãÆáÑ ,â°áRåxáW éÙ èuå∙áÊ åÌãÆ áÀãQ âlåÒâ®áF åØäãÊãB äáÈâÏðäÃÂáB

â°á¶åoâWéÙ èTáÒÃá{ åÌãÆáÑ ,â°á∙åËáÖéÙ èÈåÃã® åÌãÆáÑ ,â°áxåháÖ éÙ
ákåˉáQ áoåtâ×åÂB áÀâÂáCåsáB ØäãÊãB äáÈâÏðäÃÂáB ,â°áÇåtâÖéÙ èACá®âj åÌãÆáÑ
– ãTékäãxÂB ákåˉáQ áAEágéoÂBáÑ ãPåoá¿åÂB ákåˉáQ á^áoá∙åÂBáÑ ,ãoåtâˉåÂB

,áÀåËãÇá¶ èUáÇåˉãÊ åÌãÆ CáËãQ CáÆ ÈâÏðäÃÂáB
-áÀå×áÂãB âPåÒâWáBáÑ á½âoã∙å³áXåsáB ,áYåÊáF éÙãB áÐðÂB áÙ

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful.
O’ Allah, I seek refuge in You from the soul which is not satisfied; the heart which
does not fear; the knowledge which does not benefit; the prayer which does not rise;
the Du’a which is not answered; O’ Allah I ask You for ease after difficulty; for relief
after grief; and comfort after distress; O’ Allah we have no blessing but from You;
there is no god but You; I seek Your forgiveness and turn to You.
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TOPIC 9 - 11: ZIYARAT

ÑäiBäÍøk
êÉé}¼»A ò¾æÌåmäi BäÍ ò¹æÎò¼ä§ åÂòÝìn»òA
äÅæÎêÄê¿æÛåÀô»A äjæÎê¿òA BäÍ ò¹æÎò¼ä§ åÂòÝìn»òA
êÕAäjÇìl»A äÒäÀê¦Bò¯ BäÍ ê¹æÎò¼ä§ åÂòÝìn»òA
Ô{jæJó¸ô»A äÒäVæÍêfäa BäÍ ê¹æÎò¼ä§ åÂòÝìmòA
Ó{JäNæVåÀô»A äÅänäY BäÍ ò¹æÎò¼ä§ åÂòÝìn»òA
øÅæÎänåZô»A êÉé}¼»AêfæJä§ BäIòA BäÍ ò¹æÎò¼ä§ åÂòÝìn»òA
ò¹êNìÍðiåg æÅê¿ äÅæÎê¿æÌåvæ¨äÀô»A êÒä¨ænêM Ó}¼ä§ äË
ëfìÀäZå¿ øÅæI øjä°æ¨äU äË ùÏê¼ä§ øÅæI êfìÀäZå¿ äË øÅæÎänåZô»A øÅæI ðÏê¼ä§
Ïê¼ä§ øÅæI êfìÀäZå¿ äË Ó{mæÌå¿ øÅæI ìÏê¼ä§ äË ùjä°æ¨äU øÅæI Ó{mæÌå¿ äË

Ïê¼ä§ øÅæI øÅänäZô»A äË ëfìÀäZå¿ øÅæI ðÏê¼ä§ äË
åÉäUäjò¯ åÉé}¼»A ò½ìVä§ øÅänäZô»A øÅæI êÒìVåZô»A äË
åÊäiæÌåÈó£ äË åÉäUäjæbä¿ åÉé}¼»A ò½ìÈäm äË
åÉåMBò·äjäI äË êÉé}¼»A åÒäÀæYäi äË æÁó¸æÎò¼ä§ åÂòÝìn»A äË
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TOPIC 12-13: SALAAT - PLACE OF PRAYER

7 CONDITIONS TO BE MET:
1.

The place where prayers are offered must be Mubah (not Ghasbi –
with permission).

2.

The place of prayers should not unstable, like heaps of sand
on the beach

3.

It is not allowed to pray in a place where the prayer
cannot be completed properly, or where there is danger to
one's life, for example, on a busy road during rush hour.

4.

There should be enough space to stand properly and to
perform Ruku and Sajdah properly.

5.

The place of Sajdah must be Tahir.

6.

Women should stand behind men while praying.

7.

The place where we place our forehead while in
Sajdah should not be higher or lower than 4 fingers
when compared to the place of our toes
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TOPIC 12-13: SALAAT - PLACE OF PRAYER
MASJID
It is stressed that the Salaat should be performed in a Masjid (mosque). Masjid in
order of preference are:
Masjidul-Haraam (around Ka'aba)

A prayer
offered here is
equal to
100,000
prayers
anywhere else.

Masjidun-Nabi (Madina)

A prayer offered
here is equal to
10,000 prayers
anywhere else.
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Masjidul-Kufa and Baitul-Muqaddas -

AND

MASJID-E-KUFA

BAITUL MUQADDAS

A prayer offered here is equal to 1,000 prayers elsewhere.

FOR, WOMEN, IT IS BETTER TO PRAY WHERE THEY ARE PROTECTED BEST
FROM NA MAHRAM – WHETHER THAT PLACE IS THEIR HOME OR THE
MOSQUE THEY SHOULD DECIDE
Our Holy Prophet (S) has said that: “A Masjid will complain before Allah if it is
neglected and nobody comes to pray there.”
EXERCISE 12-13: PLACE OF PRAYER
Remember to write down the Masail Numbers:
Hassan went to his friend’s house for a sleepover. In the morning he did not offer Fajr
Salaat as he had forgotten to ask his friend’s permission before going to sleep. Was
this the right decision to make? Why?
Masail No. _____________ Yes  No 
Because ______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Husain’s baby sister made the carpet in the Salaat Room Najis when her nappy
leaked. By the time Husain went in to offer his Maghribain Salaat, the carpet had
dried. So he placed his Mohr on the dried Najis area and prayed. Is his Salaat valid?
Why?
Masail No. _____________ Yes  No 
Because ______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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TOPIC 14: SALAAT - CLOTHES OF PRAYER
There are certain rules laid down concerning the clothes when saying prayers.
Clothes must:

Be Tahir and Mubah

NOT Be made of animal skin

For men only: They should not wear anything made of:

Gold - pure or mixed.

OR

wear pure silk

EXERCISE 14 - CLOTHES OF PRAYER
Remember to write down your Masail Numbers
Your friend Abbas has come to visit you for the first time. It is time for prayers and he
starts praying in one corner of your sitting room. He prays with his tie and chain,
which are made of silk and gold. Is his Salaat Batil? Give three reasons.
Masail No. _______________
1. _____________________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________________
What would have happened if in the above example, the person visiting your house
was your cousin Sabira (also wearing the gold chain, school silk tie?) Would her
Salaat be Batil? Why?
Masail No. _____________
1. _____________________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________________
Explain: The difference between Najis and Dirty: AND
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
The difference between Tahir and Clean:
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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TOPIC 15: SALAAT - TIMES OF PRAYER
The Time of Prayer for the Daily Prayers
The following is explained better by using the timings of Salaat, sunrise and sunset
for the 12th of November:
An Example: Timings for 12th Nov are:
Fajr
5:52 a.m.

Sunrise
7:15 a.m.

Dhohr
11:51 a.m.

Sunset
4:17 p.m.

Maghrib
4:27 p.m.

a.

Subh (Fajr Prayers)
Beginning from Subhe Sadiq and ending at sunrise.
On 12th Nov Subhe Sadiq is at 5:52 a.m.
Sunrise is at 7:15 a.m. that is when Salaat becomes Qadha.

b.

Dhohr (Midday Prayer)
Beginning from exact noon and ending when four Rakaats time remain to
sunset.
On 12th Nov Dhohr Salaat time starts at 11:51 a.m. (which is the exact noon for
this date) and ends at 4:13 p.m.
** exact noon is the beginning time for Dhohr Salaat

c.

Asr (Afternoon Prayer)
Beginning after completing of four Rakaats time from exact noon and ending at
sunset.
On 12th Nov Asr Salaat time starts at 11:55 noon and ends at 4:17 p.m.

d.

Maghrib (Evening Prayer)
Beginning after sunset, ending when four Rakaats time remains to exact
midnight.
On 12th Nov Maghrib time starts at 4:27 p.m. and ends at 11:48 p.m.

e.

Eisha (Night Prayer)
Beginning after the completion of 3 Rakaats time from sunset and ending at
exact midnight – 11:51pm. Exact midnight is 12 hours after exact noon.
On 12th Nov Eisha time begins at 4:30 p.m. and ends at midnight which on this
day is 11:51 p.m.
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EXERCISE 15: TIMES OF PRAYER
Hassan began offering his Maghrib Salaat when he was sure the time for Salaat had
set in. In the middle of his Salaat he began to doubt whether the time had set in or
not. Is his Salaat valid? Why?
Masail No. _____________ Yes  No 
Because ______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Naznin began offering her Dhohr Salaat when she was sure that the time for Salaat
had set in. In the middle of her Salaat she realised that Salaat time had actually set in
just then. Is her Salaat void? Why?
Masail No. _____________ Yes  No 
Because ______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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TOPIC 16: QIBLAH - KA'ABA IS THE QIBLAH
WHEN YOU HAVE DONE YOUR WUDHU AND ARE READY TO PRAY, WHAT
DIRECTION SHOULD YOU FACE?
You should face the direction of the Ka'aba, which is in Makka.
BUT WHY SHOULD WE FACE KA'ABA?
Allah has said that:
- all the Muslims are brothers and sisters.
- all are the same in their relationship to Allah.
- all believe in ONE and the same Allah.
So, Allah has commanded that, all the Muslims should face in one direction at the
time of prayers and Allah, as the direction for prayers has selected the Ka’aba.
Just imagine how funny it would look if four Muslims in a single room were to pray
facing four different directions!
So, facing the direction of Ka'aba is Wajib for all Muslims.
It is also a sign of Muslim UNITY and BROTHERHOOD.
In England the direction of Qiblah is south-east. This can be found using a compass:

SE
THE KA'ABA IS THE HOUSE OF ALLAH
THE KA'ABA IS OUR QIBLAH
QIBLAH IS THE DIRECTION WE FACE IN SALAAT
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TOPIC 16 : FINDING THE QIBLAH
The Three Ways Of Finding Qiblah
- any convincing means of knowledge
- mihrab of a Mosque
- grave of a Muslim
1. Any Convincing Means Of Knowledge

asking a trustworthy person

OR

using a compass.

2. Mihrab Of A Mosque

Mihrab is a place in the Mosque specially built
for the person who leads the Salaat. It is like an
arch that has been carved into the wall and is
also built in the direction of Qiblah

3. Grave Of A Muslim
When Muslims dies, they are laid down
in their grave on their right side, with
their face towards the Qiblah. If you
know which side the dead person’s
head is, then you can easily know the
direction of the Qiblah.

NEWS! NEWS! NEWS! NEWS! NEWS!
DID YOU KNOW THAT ALL SATELLITE
DISHES IN ENGLAND FACE TOWARDS
QIBLAH – SO, IF YOU WANT TO PRAY WHEN
TRAVELLING AROUND ENGLAND, ALL YOU
HAVE TO DO IS LOOK FOR A SATELLITE
DISH!! HOW COOL IS THAT!
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EXERCISE 16: QIBLAH
Answer the following Questions – remember to ask for help if you are not sure.
You may by now be able to use the Risala (Islamic Laws) by yourself – try and
find the answers from there before asking for help.
The mosque that surrounds the Holy Ka’aba is called Masjidul Haraam. It circles the
Ka’aba all the way around, if you go into the centre towards the Ka’aba, how would
you find Qiblah?
____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Imam _________________ removed the idols from the Ka'aba and the same Imam
was also born inside the Ka'aba.

Section 2
Answer all the following questions from the Risala. Make sure that you write
both your answer and the Masail number.
1. Name the 3 occasions during which it is Wajib to face Qiblah:
Masail No. _____________
a) ____________________________________________
b) _____________________________________________
c) _____________________________________________

2. For the following questions, answer (T) or (F) and for all questions whose
answer is (T) - give the Masail number too:
It is Haraam to face Qiblah whilst in the toilet. __________. Masail No. _____
It is Wajib to face Qiblah whilst doing Wudhu. _________. Masail No. ______
When a Muslim is buried, he is laid down on his right, with his face towards Qiblah.
_________. Masail No. ______
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TOPIC 17: INTRODUCTION TO SALAATUL QASR
7 Conditions to be fulfilled for Salaat-e-Qasr to apply
1.
Travelling Distance
A traveller should shorten their prayers if the TOTAL distance covered during the
journey is 28 miles or more.
2.
Town/City Boundary – HADDE TARAK KHUS
The traveller should be out of the boundary of the town or city.
3.
Niyyat
Before starting the journey, there must be a firm intention (Niyyat) of travelling 28
miles or more.
4.
Purpose of Journey
The journey should not be Haraam or for a Haraam purpose.
5.
Length of Stay
The intention (Niyyat) to stay must be for less than 10 days. The stay of 10 days
means staying minimum from:
(i)
sunrise of 1st day to sunset of 10th day; OR
(ii)
Dhohr of 1st day to Dhohr of 11th day.
6. Destination
The destination should not be to a place which the traveller has made his/her
hometown – WATAN.
7.
Journey Frequency
The travelling is NOT the normal journey which a person does on account of work.
When you travel the number of Rakaat you offer for Dhohr, Asr and Eisha is
reduced. The table below shows how the different Salaat are affected:
The 17 Rakaats are reduced as follows:
RAKAATS RECITED BY
TRAVELLER

Fajr

RAKAATS RECITED
DAILY
2

Dhohr

4

2

Asr

4

2

Maghrib

3

3

Eisha

4

2

Total

17

11

PRAYER

2

The Niyyat for all the Salaat is the same as usual except that you will add Qasr to it
and change the number of Rakaat where required.
E.g. for Maghrib:
I am praying 3 Rakaat Maghrib Qasr Wajib Qurbatan ilallah
E.g. for Eisha:
I am praying 2 Rakaat Eisha Qasr Wajib Qurbatan ilallah
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Rules for travelling in and around London:
Below is a map of the City of London. The M25 is London’s boundary i.e. HADDE
TARAK KHUS. Follow it round with a dark marker so that you can see the M25
clearly.

All towns inside M25
are within the City of
London.
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EXERCISE 17 - SALAAT-E-QASR
Look up the answers in the Risala and write it down along with the Masail
Numbers:
Amena forgot to recite her Dhohr & Asr Namaaz before her trip to Isle of Wight and
remembered about it at night at their hotel in Isle of Wight. Will she pray Qadha in full
or Qasr? Why?
Masail No.: _______________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Hamida was not sure if she was out of town or not. Will she pray full or Qasr? Why?
Masail No.: ______________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Captain Hussein is a pilot and therefore tends to travel different parts of the world.
How should he offer his Salaat when in different parts of the world? Why?
Masail No.: ______________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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TOPIC 18: SAUM - SIGNIFICANCE OF FASTING
The Month of Ramadhan is the holiest month in the Islamic calendar and begins with
all its social, moral and spiritual blessing. The following quotation from a Du'a points
out some of these blessings:
"O Allah this is the month of Ramadhan in which You sent the Qur'an as a
guide for people and as a clear sign to differentiate between right and wrong;
and it is the month of fasting, month of prayers, month of returning to You
(Tawbah) and month of repentance; it is the month of forgiveness and mercy....;
the month in which is the 'Night of Qadr' which is better than a thousand
months....; O Allah, bless Mohammed and his progeny.... and keep me free for
Your worship and for reciting the Book."
It appears from the above sentences that amongst the blessings of this month are
Qur'an, the 'Night of Qadr', the repentance from sins and mutual understanding and
forgiveness.
According to Islamic belief, every action, whether good or bad, carries more weight in
this month. Thus, charity is a virtue at all times, but is more virtuous in this month;
and injustice is an evil at all times, but is more evil in this month. Reciting the Qur'an
is a commendable deed the whole year round, but during the month of Ramadhan it
assumes a far greater significance.
And as the month of Ramadhan entered, Imam Zainul Abideen (A) would pray:
"O Allah, help us fast in this month, by preventing our limbs from doing
anything that displeases You, and by engaging them in acts which gain your
pleasure.....so that we may not lend our ears to things futile and our eyes may
not see that which leads to forgetting You. Our hands may not commit that You
have prohibited, and our feet may not advance towards the forbidden....."
(Saheefa-e-Kamilah)
Our Holy Prophet (S) told Jabir bin Abdillah:
"O Jabir, this is holy Ramadhan, whoever fasts in it during the day, and stands
to remember Allah during the night, controls his hunger and speech, he shall
be forgiven his sins the way the holy month passes".
Jabir said:
"O Messenger of Allah, what a beautiful advice this is!"
The Holy Prophet (S) answered:
"And how important the conditions!" (Furoo' Al-Kafi Vol.4)
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TOPIC18: THE IMPORTANCE OF FASTING:
In this month is the night
of Qadr, which is better
than a thousand months.
Allah forgives us if we
ask for forgiveness.

Duas are easily
accepted.

The complete Holy Qur’an
was revealed to Prophet
Muhammad (S) during this
Holy month.
The month of Ramadhan is the
holiest month in the Islamic
Calendar.

Reasons For Fasting
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fasting is Wajib
It helps us to strengthen our will power against those things that are Haraam.
Brings about Unity amongst us and those living near us.
As we feel hungry we begin to realise how the people who are poor and cannot
afford food suffer daily in their lives and as a result of our fasting we may feel
that we should do something for them.

The Holy Prophet (S) has advised that we should eat enough to kill the hunger and not more
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TOPIC 19: SAUM - THE DIFFERENT FASTS AND THEIR CONDITIONS
Wajib Fasts
1.
Fast during the month of Ramadhan.  1559
2.
Qadha fast for the month of Ramadhan.  1572
3.
Fast becoming wajib on account of Kaffara.  1667
4.
When a father dies, it is wajib on the eldest son to fast his Qadha fasts. 1721
5.
Fast broken or left out intentionally.  1667
Fasting is Mustahab on all the days of the year except on those days on which it is
Haraam to observe fast. Some are mentioned below.
Haraam Fasts
1. Eid-ul-Fitr.  1748
2. Eid-ul-Hajj.  1748
3. A fast kept despite illness.
Makruh Fast  1756
It is Makruh to fast on the 10th of Muharram (Ashura Day).
Sunnat Fasts  1757
It is Sunnat to fast everyday, however certain days are strongly recommended
1.
On all days of Rajab and Sha’ban or on as many as is possible to fast, even if it
is only one day.
2.
The 18th of Zilhajj - Eid-e-Ghadir.
3.
The 24th of Zilhajj - Eid-e-Mubahila.
4.
The 27th of Rajab – Me’raj.
Conditions of Fasting
1.
Sanity.
2.
Islam: Should be a Muslim and follow Islamic laws.
3.
Not being in danger of illness by fasting.
4.
Not being a traveller.
Saum is an act of worship; its main aim is to stay away from forbidden things so as to
earn "the pleasure of Allah by obeying Him."
The most important thing is the Niyyat (Intention). There is no need to utter it.
However one must have in mind why one is fasting; that is one must have in mind:
"Qurbatan Ilallah"; for the pleasure of Allah.  1559
Fasting begins with the setting in of the time for Subh prayers. This time is called
SUBHE SADIQ or FAJR. Fasting ends at MAGHRIB which occurs a few minutes
after sunset.
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TOPIC 20: SAUM - THINGS THAT MAKE FAST BATIL OR ARE MAKRUH
Things That Invalidate (Batil) the Fast If Done On Purpose  1581
1.
Eating and drinking.
2.
Saying false things about Allah, Prophet (S) or the successors of the Holy
Prophet (S).
3.
Making dust reach one's throat.
Things that are Makruh when Fasting  1666
1.
Tooth extraction or any other action which will cause you to bleed.
2.
A wet tooth brush for brushing.
3.
Putting water or using any kind of mouthwash unnecessarily.
The above 3 things do not break your fast if you do them but it is better if you do not
do them.
PEOPLE EXEMPTED FROM FASTING
They are of 2 categories:
 Those who will not fast and have no Qadha to give;
 Those will give Qadha later, when the holy month of Ramadhan is over.
KAFFARA
It is a great sin to eat or drink during the days of Holy Ramadhan, or deliberately
commit acts which break the fast without a justifiable reason.
Anyone who leaves out a fast purposely has to give Qadha as well as Kaffara. 
1667
The Kaffara for each fast is:
either: (i) to free a slave.
or : (ii) to fast for 60 days.
or : (iii) to feed 60 poor to their fill or give 1 mudd* to each poor person i.e.
¾ kg of foodstuff to each of them.  1669
* 1 mudd is equal to ¾kg foodstuff like wheat, barley, etc.
If you choose to fast for 2 months as Kaffara, you will have to fast for 31 days
together and thereafter, you can complete the balance of 29 days in your own time.
 1670
If a person breaks his fast by a Haraam acts like:
(i)
(ii)

drinking alcohol, etc; OR  1674
Attributing lies to Allah, His Prophet (S) and Masoomeen (A);  1675

S/he will have to give ALL 3 Kaffara together as a recommended precaution. If it isn’t
possible to give all 3, then s/he will perform any one of the Kaffara.  1674
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TOPIC 21: SAUM - FASTING WHEN TRAVELLING
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Your fast will be broken once you cross the boundary of your hometown.
At any place where you pray Qasr, you will not fast. If you have travelled to a
place where your stay will be less than 10 days, you will pray Qasr for the
prayers of 4 Rakaats, and you will not fast. You will give Qadha later.
The people whose job is that of travelling, e.g. pilot, crew, drivers, etc or one
who undertakes a journey for a sinful purpose, must fast even while they are
travelling, and their prayer will not be Qasr, either.
If you travel from the place where you live AFTER the time of DHOHR, you will
complete the fast. However, if you travel BEFORE the time of DHOHR, you
cannot fast.
If a person does not know that a traveller cannot fast and finds out during the
fast, his/her fast becomes Batil; however, if s/he does not find out about it until
sunset, his/her fast is valid.

EXERCISES 18-21: SAUM: VARIOUS MASAILS OF FASTING:
Study the following cases and write down the answers. Also include the Masail
number from the Risala. The answers must be as detailed as possible.
Luqman lives with his wife Raihana, his mother Sakina and his two children Aamina
and Hassan
Luqman
His job involves him travelling at least 3 times a week. He does not fast during the
whole month of Ramadhan.
a)
Is he considered a musafir [traveller] for the purpose of travelling?
b)
If he is not, does he have to keep Qadha or pay Kaffarra.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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Aamina
She is 11 years old. She cannot revise very well when she fasts and since she has
her 11+ exams on 7th Ramadhan, she does not start fasting until the 8th Ramadhan.
a)
Is this a valid reason for not fasting?
b)
Can she pay Qadha or does she have to pay Kafarra.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Hassan
He is 16 years old and he had to miss a few fasts because he had the flu. He wanted
to start repaying his fasts as soon as he could, so he fasted on Eid Day.
a)
Is his fast valid?
b)
Which other days in the year would it be Haraam to fast?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Thinking that it was not yet Fajr time, Sajida had a glass of milk. She later found out
that Fajr time had already set in when she had her milk. Will she give Kaffara or
Qadha fast?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Will an unbeliever who has just become a Muslim have to fast all those fasts that he
did not fast during the time when he was an unbeliever?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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TOPIC 22 – 25: CONTEMPORARY ISSUES:
Question: How can we say our obligatory prayers in an aircraft, especially if we do
not know the direction of the Qiblah taking into consideration the instability of the floor
[because the plane is in motion]?
Answer: As for the Qiblah, it is possible to identify its direction by asking the captain
or the airhostesses because their answers usually carry validity and are a source of
assurance. One should therefore act accordingly.
Question: How should we say our Salaat in trains? Is it necessary to do prostration
(Sajdah) on something or is it not necessary, in that would bending of the neck be
sufficient?
Answer: It is obligatory to say Salaat in the usual way where possible. So, one
should face the Qiblah in all stages of the Salaat; if not, at least while saying the
opening Takbir. Otherwise the condition of facing the Qiblah will be dropped.
Similarly, if it is possible to do the bowing (Ruku') and prostration (Sajdah) normally
(e.g., in the aisle of the bus or the train), those parts of Salaat should be done
normally. But if it is not possible, then one should try to bow normally for Ruku' and
Sajdah [for example, from a sitting position on the seat or the berth of the train]. For
Sajdah, one has to put the forehead on an item on which Sajdah is valid, even if by
lifting that item to the forehead. If bowing normally is not possible, one should just
indicate by bending the neck [halfway for Ruku and fully for Sajdah]
Question: What is the ruling for a person who travels after noon (Dhohr) during the
month of Ramadan while fasting?
Answer: [He should complete his fast] and there is no Qadha on him
Question: Can I dip my head in water, taking precautions, in the process, not to let
water find its way to my stomach?
Answer: Yes, you can do that, albeit it is absolutely Makrooh
Question: While observing fast, can I rinse my mouth with water without swallowing
it?
Answer: Yes, you can do that. If, however, the intention of rinsing was to seek
cooling off and the water found its way to your stomach, you should make up for that
day (Qadha). Yet, if you swallowed the water unknowingly, you don’t have to do
Qadha
Question: I did not know whether it will be the start of Ramadhan, and I intend to fast
tomorrow. How would this day be treated?
Answer: You make your Niyyah as though this day was of Sha’ban. If, however,
during the day it was announced that it was the first day of Ramadhan, you rectify the
Niyyah and your fast shall be in order; i.e. there shall be no need for you to fast
instead
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Question: I have heard it from my friends that in a non-obligatory fast, fast can be
broken before time, if someone else invites him for meal before the iftar time. I am not
sure, if it is right or not?
Answer: If fast is non-obligatory (Mustahab) and someone invites you, it is Mustahab
to accept the invitation and break the fast
Question: Does phlegm, which is developed in the throat, invalidate fast?
Answer: It is preferable for the fasting person not to swallow phlegm that has
reached the mouth, although it is permissible for him to swallow it. Similarly, it is
permissible for him to swallow the saliva that has gathered in the mouth, even in large
quantities
Question: What is your ruling on washing the teeth with brush and toothpaste?
Answer: Washing the teeth with brush and toothpaste does not invalidate the fast as
long as the person does not swallow the saliva that has mixed with the toothpaste.
However, the lingering flavour or taste of the paste that mixes with the saliva does not
affect the fasting
Question: Would use of a nozzle spray that facilitates breathing invalidate the fast?
Answer: If the spray that comes out of the nozzle enters the respiratory tract and not
the passage of food and drink, it does not invalidate fast
Question: Some allergy sufferers use an apparatus which we call an inhalator to
assist them in easy breathing. After its placement in the mouth and pressing it, this
apparatus emits what is like pressurized gas. Can this apparatus be used at the time
of fasting?
Answer: Yes. One who uses this (apparatus) remains on his fast and his fast is valid
Question: Is the ink that had dried [on our hands, for example] a barrier to perform
Wudhu or Ghusl?
Answer: If it does not form a mass that would prevent water from reaching the skin,
the Wudhu and Ghusl is valid. However, if one has doubt whether it forms a mass or
not, it must be removed.
Question: Is cream a barrier to water reaching the skin, and if so should it be
removed prior to Wudhu and Ghusls?
Answer: Apparently the effect left on the skin after it is applied is nothing but just
moisture, and so it does not constitute a barrier to water reaching the skin.
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